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Purpose & functionality

Promofarma  Market  Place  is  a  module  developed  by  4Webs,  designed  to
connect  your  store  to  the  Promofarma  Store  network,  a  offer  and  discount
aggregator for pharmaceutical products.

From  the  module  configuration’s  page  you’ll  be  able  to  choose  which
manufacturers will be exported to the Promofarma CSV, fiche that Promofarma
will use to download your store’s catalog.

Technical description & requirements

VERSION: 1.5.0
COMPATIBILITY: 1.6.0.6 – 1.7.7.0

Install & configuration

In first place, you need to upload the module zip to the server, after that you’ll
find it on the modules searcher, to install it you need to click on the “Install” but-
ton. Once it’s installed you can access faster through the orders menu in the
sidebar.

In the next pages, you can see various screenshots that will explain how to use
the module.
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This module have a configuration page, you can access this page clicking the
“Configure” button in the module list.
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Once you are inside the module’s configuration page,  you can choose which
manufacturers will be exported to the CSV file.

You can also set an increment price for the brand, if you put a 1.2 in the price
increment field, the manufacturer price will be increased by 20%, also, you can
choose the base price to use, the wholehouser or minorist.

If you have line-breaking problems in Promofarma you can remove the HTML
tags from the description enabling the “Clean HTML Tags from description”
checkbox.
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You can also tune some other  values like the combinations  features or  not
(disabled by default) If you turn on this feature the different combinations will
be exported as independent products.

If not,  only one product will  be exported,  the price exported will  be the base
product  price  (wholehouser  or  minorist)  and  the  stock  will  be  all  the
combinations stock.

Also, you can discard the products without stock, they will not be included in the
exported CSV file
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If you scroll down the page, you’ll get into the Optional fields table

Not all the Promofarma fields are mandatory, because of this, you can disable
or enable them.

The  CN  Column  content  can  change,  you  chan  choose  between  SKU  or
reference to fill it.

Also you can Map the “Format” column, to any product attribute you have in the
prestashop store.
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In the CRON tab you can get information about  how to execute the module
(generate  the  CSV),  you  can  copy  the  Cron  execution  URL to  you CRON or
scheduled  tasks  manager  in  your  hosting  or  server  to  execute  the  exporter
periodically.

Next to this, you can see the CSV download URL, this is the URL you have to
provide  Promofarma  to  let  them  know  how  to  download  your  prestashop
catalog.
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Just  after  this,  you  can  activate  the  FTP  upload  feature,  with  this  option
enabled, the file will be uploaded to a server after every execution

Ask for your FTP configuration data to your services provider

¡CAUTION! Please, don’t left checked the “Upload CSV to a FTP server” option if
you no configure correctly the FTP server, if you do this, the CRON execution
logs will show “With errors”.
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Further  than  setting  a  manufacturer  price  increment,  you  can  adjust  this
increment and set other useful parameters at product level.

To do this, all you need to do is: Go to a product inside the backoffice, and click
on “Options” (For prestashop > 1.2.0.X) or under “Modules” (Prestashop 1.7.X to
1.7.2.X) or under “Promofarma” (Previous versions)

¡CAUTION! This is an manufacturer configuration override,  that  means if  you
have not selected their manufacturer in the module configuration page, even if
you enable this, the product will not be exported into the CSV.
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Product overriding manufacturer configuration example page:
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Since 1.0.0 version of Promofarma Market Place Module, you can import the
daily excelreport files from Promofarma.

You can import these files as Orders or just decrease the stock quantity for the
products in the file.

You can configure the customer that will be linked to the new order, the order
status and the carrier linked to it.

Once  you’ve  configured  that,  the  module  is  ready  to  import  files  from
promofarma.
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If the import end’s without error, a green success message will be shown, but if
there’s some problem during the import you’ll be notified with a yellow or red
message.

In this case, the module will show a screen like this:

We recommend to  check the  orders  if  some problem is  displayed after  the
import is complete
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To finish,  after this lines you can see a screenshot from the generated CSV
(Partial screenshot)

Developer notes

This module doesn’t modify any existing controllers or modifies or overrides any
critical Prestashop process.
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